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" Bingo's Downed Biker Fund"
If you have a Brother or Sister down and would like to get them the Free Riders

Press, NO PROBLEM, be glad to do it but
it is not cheap. But a lot of people help out
by donating some coin.We here will do
what we can, but with everybody giving
what they can, we will make it go along
way. We all know somebody that's down,
and anything would be greatly appreciated.

Send to:
"Bingo's Downed Biker Fund"
P.O. Box 202
Forest Junction, WI 54123

Hello Preacher,
Just got the latest issue of Free Riders Press and I'm writing to tell
you a couple of things.  First off, it was full of good stuff, as usual.
Second, thanks for your words in your editors article.  You inspired
me to do one like it.  I like the article from Bonnie as well.  Good
idea; the female side of the street.  We liked the way our ad looked
last month too.  To all of your staff...good work!
Kathy Sullivan
Kathy,
Thank you for compliment. We are getting quite a few letters
about the �Sisters point of view section.� Take Care , I will talk
to you soon. 

Preacher

An interesting veiwpoint!
I have seen all the pictures of the the "abuses" and watched the Video
of the Be-heading of an American civillian. And I have come up with
an Idea that may not only make Iraq a lot quieter, But will also give
out the proper punishment for Saddam, and the criminals that
beheaded that man and osama bin ladin when they are caught . And
this will also reduce the national deficet too. Do not sentance these
men to death. Yep you heard me right, Don't kill them. Instead send
them on an all expenses paid tour of the United States, Great Britan,
and Canada. Why do you ask? What would that do? Well I�ll tell
you. First you place an old fashioned hitching post like the cowboys
used to tie horses to, outside every Gay bar and Bath House in the

countries mentioned previously. Take these animals and strip
them naked, bend them over the hitching post, and cement their
hands and feet into a 5 gallon bucket. Next you go Into the Gay
bar and yell "come and get it" and charge them 5 bucks a Pop
to wear them out. Leave them out there for a week at a time,
then move to another bar and the same scenerio. meanwhile run
huge monitors on top of buildings in iraq, afghanistan, and syria
with live streaming video 24/7 of these mens fate. I think it
would make the terrorists think twice about killing innocents.
The Final leg of the "tour" would be all the cellblocks of all the
prisons in the civilized world for the same "punishment". Sorry
just had to vent 

Giz 

Here is a short letter we got in response to �Bonnie�,
I hear ya Bonnie � A Sisters point of view�. I started riding at age 11
on an Indian, Im 79 now & I heard it all about girls riding, To heck
with them, they are slowly finding out women can out due a lot of
men things better.Still Riding,

Viv of Annandale, MN
Well Viv, I hope to catch you in the wind some day. Feel free to
send in some of your riding stories.

Preacher

Mission Statement:
This paper was started out of the love and respect for being in

the wind, and the brothers and sisters that are in the wind also. I have
been riding all my life and have learned what brotherhood means. The
Free Riders Press is a paper dedicated to the biker who knows this
respect. Not barring any rider for what he wears or rides. We try to cover
stories that make the public sit back and have a positive outlook on bik-
ers.  We will try to cover events that are for the biker and put on by the
biker. This paper will be used to better the riding community through
education, updates and personal views that are of positive thinking for the
riding community in general. We will try to fight the ongoing discrimina-
tion that seems to be thrown onto us without our view being told. Free
Riders Press is for all to enjoy, so by working together someday we can
be free in the wind, without the worry of any of the aforementioned items.

Hey all, are we all partied out yet. I DON'T think so!!!! We've only just begun. Hopefully mother
natures done pissing on us during the events, maybe we should have the runs during the week when
it's nice out. But what the hell, we're creative, adventurous and down right crazy once in awhile, but
that's what makes us bikers right?                

So what am I gonna bitch about this month? Well how about politics! Nah, don't have that
much room in this issue. I know, how about brotherhood and business (My business in particular.)

As you all know we try to put out an enjoyable rag for all of you. We try to put all the events
in one spot so you can make your plans. Try to give ya heads up to what is going on in the riding com-
munity. The one thing that makes all this possible are the advertisers. I consider the brothers and busi-
nesses in this paper to be biker friendly and know what brotherhood means, as I said a few editorials
back. What does this have to do with anything you may ask? Well the one thing I pride myself on is
the trust I have in my advertisers, to provide the riding community with fair treatment. But the thing
I do not and will not tolerate is a business that does not stand up to its verbal agreement with me, for
ads they wanted to run. Now call me a bad businessman for not having contracts and all that shit.
When trust is gone what else do you have. Now I will admit that of all the advertisers we have, 99%
+ are true to there words and provide outstanding service to the brothers and sisters out there. Which
brings me to my dilemma. What to do about the less than 1% that decide they don't want to hold up
their end of the deal. It has been suggested to me that I do everything from send out the goon squad
to printing up a bad check section. Hmmm, that's an interesting concept. I feel that you all would like
to know who these business's are. I understand that shit happens. Oversights on billing, slow times etc.

For now you know who you are. Do me a
favor and give me a call, because I'm sick of
chasing your deadbeat asses down. How's
that for venting? And just to be fair to the
great advertisers we do have, none of the
people in question are advertising with us
any more.

Lorie and I will be for sure at the
VNVMC Summer Twister (guaranteed
drunk) and also the FTW Summer Pig Roast
and Poker Run. STOP and say HI!!!! With
approximately 2 other events every other
weekend. Other than that I hope to meet
more of you this month on the road.

Ride Safe, Preacher


